
Thesis on Ucadia 
This thesis is presented in good faith with the intent of provoking examination and discussion of 
Ucadia concepts.

===========================
Why compile this document instead of just talking to Frank?  

That is exactly what the compiler used to do, but the time of just bringing issues to Frank is supposed 
to be a thing of the past.  The time of private discussion on Ucadia issues is supposed to have ended. 
As you will read a little later, a Board was supposed to have been formed to direct the work of Frank 
O'Collins after the 'death' of the Architect.  If this had occurred I would have gone to the Board with 
these issues.  Plain and simple.

On the June 18 2013 blog and audio frank stated;

Quotation Frank O'Collins:
I have to tell you that in terms of Ucadia people’s negativity has never been more absurd.  People are not 
reading, but throwing whatever they can at it.  Some might say, “Oh, it’s Masonic imaging.  Or, it’s false 
information.  Or it’s disinformation.”   There is this desperation out there that people do not read, they do not 
listen, they do not think.  Why would that be?  

Source reference  http://blog.ucadia.com/

The compiler of the information contained within this document, has and does read.  Below is an accounting of 
the amount of time spent  by the compiler, reading as well as, editing Ucadia/One Heaven.  It is because of the 
extent of this reading, as well as the subsequent study of Freemasonry, that made the creation of this document 
possible.  The compiler was asked by Frank to do an estimate of the time spent working on Ucadia and then to 
keep track daily and is why this accounting was done.  Every available public audio has been listened to many 
times along with many more private audios, every blog has been read at least twice and the accounting of time 
spent reading/editing by the compiler speaks for itself.

In addition to this, the compiler also spent at least another 1000 hours reading One Heaven.org, One Evil.org, 
Ucadia.com, heal the earth.org, protect the earth.org, give mars life.org, one ireland. org, the unions sites, the 
faiths sites and all the rest of the sites before starting working with the Society.

Estimate and accounting of time spent during 2012;

transferring codes of law text from
old site to new site                                             as of  oct 7,   300 hrs
editing will and testament                                  as of oct 7,   160 hrs
editing covenant                                                 as of oct 7,   300 hrs
                                                                                    oct 8,       4 hrs
                                                                                    oct 9,       4 hrs
editing canons                                                    as of oct 7, 1200 hrs
                                                                                   nov 13      1 hr
transferring text of globe union reserve bank charter
                                                                                  oct 12,       7 hrs
                                                                                  oct 13,    3.5 hrs                                       1979.5
transferring  text of Covenant of One Faith of God



                                                                                   oct 13       7 hrs
                                                                                   oct 14     10 hrs 
                                                                                   oct 15       4 hrs 
                                                                                 oct 16     10 hrs                                         2010.5
transferring  text of Covenant of One Islam
                                                                                 oct 16       3 hrs
                                                                                 oct 17       7 hr
                                                                                 oct 18       2 hrs
                                                                                 oct 19       6.5 hrs
                                                                                 oct 20       8 hrs
                                                                                 oct 21       5 hrs                                        2042
transferring  text of Covenant of One Spirit Tribe
                                                                                 oct 21      10 hrs
                                                                                 oct 22      10 hrs 
                                                                                   oct     24          13hrs        
                                                              Total   as of oct 24                                                    2065 hrs 
reordering codes in the charters                              oct  25       2.5 hrs
                                                                                 oct 26       10  hrs
editing the africans union charter                            oct 29       10 hrs
                                                                                       31        9 hrs
                                                                                nov   1        1 hr                                     2107.5
                                                                                 nov   2       3 hrs
                                                                                 nov   3       6.5 hrs
                                                                                 nov   4       6 hrs
                                                                                 nov   5       8.5 hrs
                                                                                          6       7.5 hrs
                                                                                          7       8     hrs                                 2147
                                                                              Nov     8     12   hrs
                                                                                           9      4 hrs
                                                                                         10      3 hrs
                                                                                         11      2    hrs
                                                                                         13      4 hrs
                                                                                         14      8 hrs
                                                                                         15      6 hrs                                 2183
                                                                                         16      6 hrs                       
                                                                                         17      8 hrs                                                       
                                                                                         18      7 hrs 
                                                                                         19    12.5 hrs 
                                                                                         22      6                                       2222.5
                                                                                         23     7.5 
                                                                                         25      7.5                                    2227
                                                                                         26      3       
                                                                                         27      3 
                                                                                         29      4                                         
                                                                                         30      6                                       2253 
                                                                           Dec         2      1                                                 
                                                                                         11      6                                      2260
                                                                                         12      6                                               
                                                                                         13      5                                                 



                                                                                         14      5                                                   
approx. Vetting to date                                   Jan 2013   30    50                                      2310
journey of uca                                                Feb           28      2                                      2312
                                                                        Mar            1      4                                      2316
                                                                                                   2      2                                           2318



Why do people join Ucadia, then secede? How many have seceded? Why did the majority of the first 
12 notaries secede in 2011?

During the period of time since Dec 21, 2012, many members have been having doubts and have been 
coming up with many more questions that are inconvenient. Members also, have been discovering that 
Ucadia has numerous parallels to secret societies, in particular the Freemasons.

Quotation:
38.3 Unique Membership Number of One Heaven 
By the power and authority of the Divine     Creator  , the Divine Spirit Persons associated with all higher 
order life, living and deceased, or numquam in carne (never carnated) consciousness are hereby 
recognized as full Members of the Unique     Collective     Awareness  , also known as the Divine     Creator   and 
the Society of One     Heaven  , ab initio (From the Beginning).

Full membership of the Unique     Collective     Awareness  , also known as the Divine     Creator  , is a 
pronouncement of fact upon which the entire existence of the Universe depends. Therefore, to deny 
existence as a full member of the Unique     Collective     Awareness   is to deny existence which is neither 
competent nor possible. Nor is it possible for a higher order life form or spirit to demand it be 
recognized as wholly separate and independent from the Unique     Collective     Awareness   as such an 
event, even if it were possible to achieve unanimous consent from all of existence to such a request, 
would cause all of existence to collapse.

Membership of the Society of One     Heaven  , also known as Heaven, also known as Paradise is separate 
to membership to the Unique     Collective     Awareness   and the assignment of membership numbers and 
exists and has full validity whether a Level 6 higher order life form, living or deceased, denies any such 
right, claims any false debt, denial of right, original sin, mortal sin, failed life or any other claims.

By the power and authority of this sacred Covenant, Membership cannot be transferred, denied, lost, 
stolen, bonded, enslaved, forgotten, suspended, canceled, damaged, destroyed or sold.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#3

Acts 10:34 KJV
Then Peter opened his mouth, and said, Of a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of persons:

If God is no respecter of persons, would God use persons in a covenant?

Quotation:
38.14 Voluntary Membership Exile of Associated Higher Order Life Form 

In accord with the rights of free Divine     Will  , the birth and existence of any Level 6 Higher Order Life 
Form is proof of the existence of a Divine     Trust   and associated Divine Spirit Person granting a unique 
Divine     Commission   through the conveyance of certain Divinity (Divine Right of Use with Purpose) to 
a True     Trust   and the creation of an associated True Person.

While the Level 6 Higher Order Life Form is granted complete free will to choose to isolate their mind 
from participating with other minds and isolate their flesh from interacting with other flesh beings, 
such free will choice does not extend beyond the bounds of logic to disassociate themselves from the 
form of their own species or the existence of their own spirit from the Unique     Collective     Awareness   of 
Divine Mind being the Society of One     Heaven   expressed as existence.
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Any and all living or spirit Level 6 Higher Order Life Forms have the absolute right of free will to 
withdraw their consent to be known as a Member of One     Heaven   and to demand their membership to 
Unique     Collective     Awareness   be rescinded. When such withdrawal of expressed consent and abjuration 
is formalized, the Society of One     Heaven   is granted the full authority to temporarily administer any and 
all abandoned Divinity (Divine Right of Use with Purpose) by the associated Spiritual Guardians until 
such time as the flesh expires, or the purpose is satisfied and the Divinity is revested to the associated 
Divine     Trust   and Divine Spirit Person as Trustor.

Therefore when any living or spirit Level 6 Higher Order Life Form on behalf of their Divine Spirit 
Person seeks to demand their membership to Unique     Collective     Awareness   be rescinded, removed, 
abrogated, expunged, such an act is a formal declaration of complete incompetence of the flesh and 
mind. When this occurs, the Society of One     Heaven   is granted full authority to publish and issue a 
Certificate of Incompetence and appoint any necessary Executors and Administrators to continue to 
manage, on behalf of the incompetent Level 6 Higher Order Life Form, their associated trusts and trust 
property.

Any court order, demand, claim or charge from a temporal force less than the Divine     Creator   or the 
Supreme Court of One     Heaven   to remove a Member's name or trust number from official records shall 
have no lawful effect and therefore, shall be null and void from the beginning of issue.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#14

Quotation:
38.15 Certificate and Confession of Incompetence 
A Certificate of Incompetence may be formally issued upon receipt of a valid and published Confession 
of Incompetence derived by direct preparation or perfected constructive notice:

(a) In the case of a Member demanding their membership to Unique     Collective     Awareness   and 
One     Heaven   be rescinded, a signed Confession, as well as Proof of Identity, is first required; and

(b) In the case of an official of an alternate society demonstrating clear dishonor, a Live Borne 
Record must have first been issued and at least two (2) notices requesting correction and the 
correct procedure of law must have been breached without any attempt to repair such injury.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#15

Quotation:
Canon 1926 

A Divine     Trust   is formed when a Divine Immortal Spirit, being part of the Divine, agrees with the 
intention of the Collective Divine known as Unique     Collective     Awareness   to be recognized as a Unique 
Member of the Divine in accordance with the sacred Covenant Pactum     De     Singularis     Caelum  . Into the 
Divine     Trust   is then placed one unit of pure awareness representing one unique divine immortal spirit 
and mind, one unit of awareness representing the unique experience of form in motion, energy, of 
creation and connection to form and one unit representing all unique awareness of experience of unique 
form in motion as The Divine Form.

Source reference   http://one-heaven.org/canons/positive_law/article/85.html#192

Quotation:
Canon 1942 
A True Person Trust is formed when a Divine Person grants certain Divine Rights of Use, known as 
Divinity into the True Person Trust creating the Trust Corpus of the True     Trust  , also known as the True 
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Body     Corporate  , also known as the True Person, having legal personality. The mind and brain of the 
flesh vessel is always the General Executor and Guardian of the flesh. The flesh vessel, also known as 
the living flesh, also known as the living body of the organic higher order life form is always the 
Trustee with the True Person as beneficiary.

Source reference    http://one-heaven.org/canons/positive_law/article/86.html#1942

This is the property of the trust that Ucadia claims the right to administer if one secedes.  Registering 
with One Heaven is akin to Hotel California in the Eagles song by that name.  "You can check out any 
time you like, but you can never leave."  You can rescind your membership in Ucadia, but the Ucadia 
Society is administering the property of  your True Trust which contains your Divinity ,which is your 
Soul.  

Quotation:
Canon 3684 

Given the Soul is equivalent to Divine Personality, the term Soul is equivalent to the Divine Person 
created by the Divine     Creator   through the creation of a unique Divine     Trust   for every man, woman and 
higher order being that has ever lived or will live now and forever more.

Quotation:
Canon 3685 

As the Soul is equivalent to the Divine Person of a Divine     Trust   in accordance with these Canons, a 
Soul cannot be sold, forfeited, suspended, extinguished, split or seized. Any claims to the contrary of 
this canon are automatically null and void from the beginning.

Source reference   http://one-heaven.org/canons/ecclesiastical_law/article/36.html

Quotation:
Canon 1589 

A Divine Person is the purely Divine Spirit Person associated with a Divine     Trust   formed in accord 
with the sacred Covenant Pactum     de     Singularis     Caelum   by the Divine     Creator   into which the form of 
Divine Spirit, Energy and Rights are conveyed. A Divine Person possesses the greatest and highest 
powers and authority of all possible types of persons.

Quotation:
Canon 1590 

A Divine Person is derived from a Divine     Trust  . A Divine     Trust   is formed when a Divine Immortal 
Spirit, being part of the Divine, agrees with the intention of the Collective Divine known as Unique 
Collective     Awareness   to be recognized as a Unique Member of the Divine in accord with the sacred 
Covenant Pactum     De     Singularis     Caelum  . Into the Divine     Trust   is then placed one unit of pure 
awareness representing one unique divine immortal spirit and mind, one unit of awareness representing 
the unique experience of form in motion, energy, of creation and connection to form and one unit 
representing all unique awareness of experience of unique form in motion as The Divine Form.

Source reference   http://one-heaven.org/canons/positive_law/article/28.html

Quotation:
Definition for society

Word: society
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Pronounciation:
Century: 16th

DA Name: society
Era: C.E.

Origin: Original
Type: Official

Source Language: Latin
Source Language 

Words:
1531, "friendly association with others," from O.Fr. societe, from L. societatem 
(nom. societas), from socius "companion" (see social). Meaning "group of people 
living together in an ordered community" is from 1639. Sense of "fashionable 
people and their doings" is first recorded 1823.

Source Text:
Definition: People united together by mutual consent, in order to deliberate, determine, and 

act jointly for some common purpose.

Source Reference http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/society.html

Quotation:
Definition for one heaven

Phrase: one heaven
Pronounciation:

Century:
DA Name:

Era: C.E.
Origin: Original
Type: Official

Source Language: Latin
Source Language 

Words:

Source Text:
Definition: also "Heaven" the one, true and only united Heaven existing as a spiritual 

realm in accordance with Pactum     de     Singularis     Caelum  

Source Reference http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/one%20heaven.html

Quotation:
Ucadia Trustee Oath
We xxxx xxxxx xxxxxx,

being the Divine Immortal Spiritual, expressed in our Trust Number to the circumscribed Living Flesh 
occupying the Earth known as xxxxxx within the metes and bounds of the Region known as xxxxxxxx 
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within the metes and bounds of the Nation known as xxxxxxx, hereby freely and of My own free will, 
without duress, give My oath and witness to the Sacred Covenant, also known as Pactum de Singularis 
Caelum; and

Furthermore, We pledge Our sacred oath to uphold the Articles of the Sacred Covenant of the Society 
and Our allegience to abide by the rules and regulations as set forth by the Society and its valid 
Canons; and

Upon this day We hereby give notice and full consent for the Society to register Our sacred 
Membership Number of One Heaven through the creation of a Perfect Divine Trust in spirit and a 
union with a Perfect True Trust in flesh; and

Made by Me this day through the selection of the button below and the recording of this act as 
associated with the valid registration of My True Trust

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/content/register.html -> registration process

Example of a Masonic Oath.

I,.............................. Candidate gives name in full - in the presence of the Great Architect 
of the Universe, and of this worthy, worshipful, and warranted Lodge of Free and Ac-
cepted Masons, regularly assembled and properly dedicated, of my own free will and 
accord, do hereby - with left hand touches Candidate's right hand - and hereon - with 
left hand touches Volume of the Sacred Law - sincerely and solemnly promise and 
swear, that I will always heal,* (pronounced hail) conceal, and never reveal any part or 
parts, point or points of the secrets or mysteries of or belonging to Free and Accepted 
Masons in Masonry, which may heretofore have been known by me, or shall now or at 
any future period be communicated to me, unless it be to a true and lawful Brother or 
Brothers, and not even to him or them, until after due trial, strict examination, or sure 
information from a well-known Brother that he or they are worthy of that confidence; or 
in the body of a just, perfect, and regular Lodge of Ancient Freemasons. I further 
solemnly promise that I will not write those secrets, indite, carve, mark, engrave, or 
otherwise them delineate, or cause or suffer it to be so done by others, if in my power 
to prevent it, on anything, movable or immovable, under the canopy of Heaven, 
whereby or whereon any letter, character, or figure, or the least trace of a letter, 
character, or figure, may become legible, or intelligible to myself or anyone in the 
world, so that our secret arts and hidden mysteries may improperly become known 
through my unworthiness. These several points I solemnly swear to observe, without 
evasion, equivocation, or mental reservation of any kind, under no less a penalty, on 
the violation of any of them than that of having my throat cut across, my tongue torn 
out by the root (singular) and buried in the sand (singular) of the sea at low water mark, 
or a cable's length from the shore, where the tide regularly ebbs and flow twice in 24 
hours or the more effective punishment of being branded as a wilfully perjured 
individual, void of all moral worth, and totally unfit to be received into this worshipful 
Lodge, or any other warranted Lodge, or society of men who prize honour and virtue 
above the external advantages of rank and fortune. So help me God, and keep me 
steadfast in this my Great and Solemn Obligation of an Entered Apprentice Freemason. 
Source reference  http://www.bilderberg.org/First_Degree.htm

Anyone who has read even a little about Freemasonry knows about degrees within Freemasonry.  Well 



consider the process of becoming a 'full fledged' member of Ucadia.
Register with Oath.
Wait 30 Days
Login
Issued Live Born Record Promised Land Record, and Share Certificate by Society
Send roman system legal ID
ID Verification
Upload various documents to Great Register, which is turned off at the moment but the various 
documents are:

Notice of Great Seal
Certificate of Great Seal
Notice of Coat of Arms
Certificate of Coat of Arms
Will and Testament
Certificate of Will and Testament
Privy Seal
Certificate of Privy Seal
Great Charter Appointment of General Executor
Certificate of Great Charter Appointment of General Executor
Full Powers
Certificate of Full Powers

One cannot proceed to the next degree until the previous is completed and during this process Members 
are issued a Certificate of Credentials and a Proof of Life Certificate. 
When you reach the top ...You have FULL POWERS.

(KJV) Matthew 5:34-37
But I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for it is God's throne:
Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for it is the city of the great King.
Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, because thou canst not make one hair white or black.
But let your communication be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil.

(KJV) James 5:12
But above all things, my brethren, swear not, neither by heaven, neither by the earth, neither by any 
other oath: but let your yea be yea; and your nay, nay; lest ye fall into condemnation.

The issue brought forward here is really the fact that we are not to Swear/make Oaths.



Should a member desire to secede from Ucadia, why are(were) they hindered?

If one rescinds membership, the Society  claims(claimed, see addendum for more on this) the right to 
administer the member's True Trust property, which is their Divinity, their Soul.  Does this sound like a 
Free Society?

To join Ucadia one must swear an oath to uphold a Covenant which changes, to laws of which one does 
not know their full extent; In addition swears to abide by future laws over which they have no control; 
Ucadia laws get changed without notice or debate amongst members; In addition, one swears an oath to 
abide by the rules and regulations as set forth by the Society and its valid Canons. Such Canons, rules 
and regulations are incomplete, therefore will be created in the future, without debate amongst the 
members; Is this an example of Totalitarian Dictatorship?

It is a claim of Ucadia that if one desires to rescind their membership in the Society of One Heaven 
they must declare themselves to be incompetent: "(a) In the case of a Member demanding their 
membership to Unique     Collective     Awareness   and One     Heaven   be rescinded, a signed Confession, as 
well as Proof of Identity, is first required;" and that the Society will administer their Trust Property. 
Even though it is also stated in clause 3 that "Membership of the Society of One     Heaven  , also known as 
Heaven, also known as Paradise is separate to membership to the Unique     Collective     Awareness   ...".  

Is this truly a free will choice or an attempt to usurp free will?

Article 38; Covenant of One Heaven states in clause 3, "that 'Membership of the Society of One 
Heaven, also known as Heaven, also known as Paradise is separate to membership to the Unique 
Collective Awareness ...'.  But then states in clause 14  .. "Unique Collective Awareness of Divine Mind 
being the Society of One Heaven expressed as existence". 

 Does this seem like a contradiction?

The Society of One Heaven claims ones soul is abandoned Trust Property if one desires to rescind 
membership in the Society. But for one to abandon their soul, one would have to forfeit any claim to 
their soul or the Society would have to seize it. According to the canons " a Soul cannot be sold, 
forfeited, suspended, extinguished, split or seized.".

The Covenant states "Any and all living or spirit Level 6 Higher Order Life Forms have the absolute 
right of free will to withdraw their consent to be known as a Member of One     Heaven   and to demand 
their membership to Unique     Collective     Awareness   be rescinded." 

What if one desires to not be known as a member of the Society while remaining a member of the 
UCA? (Which would be the intent of most desiring to rescind membership!)

While it may be argued that one who desires to separate from the UCA is incompetent;  Does the intent, 
desire and action of a member rescinding membership in the Ucadia temporal Society(a fiction); Is this 
the equivalent of said member wishing to rescind membership to the UCA? How could it be so ?

Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=750748&cmd=apop
 
Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=755324&cmd=apop
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The Ucadia Society is part of the UCA, and the Ucadia Society is a fiction, the Ucadia Society is not 
the UCA itself. What do you think?  

There has been a precedent set by one member, who demanded all records  in regard to his membership 
be erased; this was done. He is not a registered member any more.  Why was he special? Why was he 
able to rescind his membership without a confession of incompetence, when the Society claims the 
right to administer the soul of any other member rescinding membership?

Special consideration?  Why?



There are numerous contradictions and inconsistencies within the text  and audios of  Ucadia.  Some 
such examples are:

Many months ago Ucadia promoted the use of an affirmation over an affidavit.  Then, suddenly, Frank 
started telling people to use affidavits again.  Without explaining why.  Until someone asked on the 
May 29, 2013 talkshoe 

Source reference   http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=750748&cmd=apop

"Guest 31
May 29,2013 9:55 pm | Message ID: 20227982
QUESTION: Frank, I'm new to Ucadia. I've heard you say affirmations are preferable to affidavits in 
older audios. Has your views changed on this? "

The  answer was, Quote Frank O'Collins:"Yes it has." 

Which would have been fine if he had actually told people this and if the text within Ucadia reflected 
the change.

For the talkshoe chat text go to
Source reference  http://www.chatgrabber.com          Put in the show number which is 90342, then in 
the next screen select episode #129.

Quotation  
Definition for affidavit

Word: affidavit
Pronounciation:

Century: 16th
DA Name: affidavit

Era: C.E.
Origin: Original
Type: Official
Source 

Language: Latin

Source Language 
Words:

affidavit meaning "to bring forward, present a promise/assurance concerning a fault 
or crime". A word created from the abbreviation of three ancient Latin words offero 
= "to bring forward, place before, present, offer, expose", fides = "promise, 
assurance, word of honor, engagement" and vitium = "fault, vice, crime". 

Source Text: Jesuit College of English Shakespeare Folio
Definition: Unlike the earlier term AFFIRMATION, affadavit contains the notion of "fault, 

vice and crime" which in some JURISDICTIONS means when an individual 
accepts being treated as a PERSON, they also unwittingly admit GUILT. Today, the 
generally accepted legal definition is "a sworn or affirmed STATEMENT made in 
writing and signed; if sworn, it is NOTARIZED". 

source reference  http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/affidavit.html
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Quotation
Definition for affirmation

Word: affirmation
Pronounciation:

Century: 15th
DA Name: affirmation

Era: C.E.
Origin: Original
Type: Official
Source 

Language: Latin

Source Language 
Words:

affirmare "to bring forward, present a reliable and strong promise/assurance". A 
word created from the abbreviation of two ancient Latin words offero = "to bring 
forward, place before, present, offer, expose" and firmus = "firm, strong, reliable, 
solid". 

Source Text:
Definition: Unlike the more common legal instrument of AFFADAVIT under ROMAN     LAW  , 

an Affirmation does not contain any implied notion of "fault, vice or crime" in its 
original and true meaning, nor does it require an OATH. Instead, an Affirmation 
requires an individual to demonstrate a superior STATUS to justify the alleged 
"strength" implied by the instrument. 

source reference  http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/affirmation.html

Now Ucadia is(was, as now these have been changed) promoting that members  use a form that 
"contains the notion of "fault, vice and crime" which in some JURISDICTIONS means when an 
individual accepts being treated as a PERSON, they also unwittingly admit GUILT"?

On the Aug 10, 2011 talkshoe 
Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=520052&cmd=apop
Frank stated:

(Please note that the following text is taken from the synopsis that was done for this talkshoe.  To get 
the exact wording listen to the talkshoe episode.  Link provided below. Although this is not an exact 
transcription, it does give an approximate reflection of what was said.)

Quote Frank O'Collins:
|"They create a constructive trust with a court case;
they could easily create a trust for every day of the court matter. If you want to establish a
position where they have no wiggle room, you are the general executor of the FRANK
O’COLLINS ESTATE. I am the occupant of the office of General Executor of the FRANK
O’COLLINS ESTATE. They may have a thousand different trusts, and no matter how
properties I have is irrelevant. I am the occupant of the office of General Executor of the
FRANK O’COLLINS ESTATE. Any of these people are public servants, public trustees. They
fall under my rule as general executor. This is one of our key realizations. When we want to
describe ourselves, you are the occupant of the office of general executor of the LEGAL
PERSON ESTATE. I hope we have made that clear in the following canons. 
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.......

 They can only go so far to claim executor of one trust at a time. As much as they lie they cannot
stretch it to the point to claim the general executor. You are flesh, mind, spirit and occupy time
and space and as long as you do, they cannot presume the role of general executor. They
effectively act as general executor with one trust at a time where they get us to act as trustee.
This is important. When you go to court you create a position and state you are the executor of
the matter and challenge the judge. Sometimes the judge will huff and puff and then present you
as executor de son tort. They may get the bailiff to arrest you. But if you identify yourself as the
general executor of the LEGAL PERSON ESTATE, it’s an office they cannot claim. If they huff
and puff they have overstretched their position. No judge/magistrate can ever claim to be the
office of general executor. They can only get us to be willing trustees and bark like Pavlov’s dog."  

For a download of the synopsis go here, to the 4th link down.

Source reference http://university.ucadia.info/custom-search.php?cx=012829493454441013424%3Azooosd1-
sku&cof=FORID%3A9&ie=UTF-8&q=aug+10+2011&sa=Search

Now it is fair to say that knowledge evolves, but instead of explaining this and correcting himself, Frank then, on 
a number of subsequent talkshoes, denied he had ever told people to do/say this in court.

The Covenant of One Heaven gives one definition for 'understand' while the lexica gives another.

21.4
Divine Understanding 

In accord with the present sacred Covenant, the word “understand” possesses one superior meaning 
being to “stand under” the rule     of     law   which is the superiority of Divine     Law  , followed by Natural     Law   
and finally Positive     Law  .

To “understand” therefore is to recognize that all authority, all power, all claim of right is ultimately 
derived from honoring the true intent and will of the one true Divine     Creator   of all existence, all matter 
and all life. That when a man or woman in a position of authority refuses to “understand” or 
demonstrates an inability to “understand” they render immediately themselves excommunicated from 
any office deriving its ultimate authority from Heaven.

Divine Understanding is therefore a call to all officials claiming any form of authority, any form of 
power, or ownership or enforcement to acknowledge their “understanding” of the superiority of the 
present Covenant as Divine     Law   and the highest Rule     of     Law  .

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/21.html#4

Word: understand
Pronounciation:

Century: 21st
DA Name: understand

Era: C.E.
Origin: Original
Type: Official
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Source Language: Latin
Source Language Words:

Source Text:
Definition: To stand under the authority of the Church (Roman     Cult  )

(Now changed)
Source reference http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/understand.html

Others may not be bothered by this one, but I must say I am.  For me consent MUST be expressed in 
some way, NOT by silence.  Apparently at some point so did Ucadia.  But how can tacit consent be 
considered a trickery in one place, then considered competent and honorable in another within the same 
work?

ii. For religious approved slavery to work a religion claims a divine right and/or permission to treat 
certain members of the Homo Sapien species as less than ourselves through the promotion of racism, 
blood rights, custom and scripture. Such beliefs based on faith are “made lawful” through legal fictions 
such as property rights, debt, tacit consent and other trickeries. As such legal systems must by 
definition be based on “faith” and not “fact of law”, such systems periodically start to break down and 
require the unleashing of terror, horror and destruction to re-establish control and faith based prejudices 
– hence the constant need for war and mass murder; and 

Source reference  http://www.ucadia.com/pronouncement/pronountionis_uca.htm

Ratification by Day of Judgment shall be when this Treaty and Covenant is ratified by the Highest 
Office Holders of existing societies, faiths and associations that claim their existence, authority and 
power from the supernatural and spiritual either through their tacit, competent and honorable consent, 
or through their dishonor demonstrating the delinquency of their flesh and therefore the right through 
power to represent their spirit to ratify the Covenant and Treaty on their behalf. 

Source reference    http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/50.html#8

Word: consent
Pronounciation:

Century: 13th
DA Name: consent

Era: C.E.
Origin: Original
Type: Official

Source Language: Latin
Source Language 

Words:

Source Text:
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Definition: From 13th Century Latin consentire = "An agreement to something proposed" 
from earlier Latin con-"with, together" and sentio "judge, suppose, vote". It may 
be by voice, in writing or legally implied by silence (since silence legally implies 
consent).

Source reference   http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/consent.html

This quote is in regard to a question asked about where one can go to check and validate the information 
presented within Ucadia.  Many more such answers can be found by listening to the talkshoe audios.

Quotation frank O'Collins:
I made a conscious decision that we would not participate in the same (citing and referencing information) We 
would present the argument, if we had elements that we wanted to imbue into that we would. We would cite 
within the context of the argument.  But we would not give witness to the madness of nihilism and realism that 
has overtaken and uses citation as a weapon.  Without anyone arguing if there is logic, reason and sense in the 
argument.  That's the first.  The second is, Ucadia is a model and I say that upfront and I repeat saying that and I 
have never hidden from that.  It is not an excuse, its not a misdirection, it is an honest expression of what it is.  It 
is a model and therefore, you have every right to class everything that is presented within Ucadia as fiction. 
Now if you go and read a book, Harry Potter, Dan Brown, do you demand those books have citations and proof? 
No.  That would be illogical.  That would be silly.  That would be unreasonable, because it is fiction.  All that 
Ucadia is, is a model, an idea about an idea, about an idea, about an idea. 

For anyone to be honorable or in honor, they must be accountable for what they speak, write or 
otherwise communicate, as well as in their acts. Citation is used within this document to  identify that 
which was spoken or written, to provoke discussion with the goal of achievement of accountability.

Harry Potter and Dan Brown books are not models for society and do not claim to be restoring the law, do not 
claim to be able to administer the souls of members who does not wish to remain a member, do not claim to have 
uncovered the untruths of the past.

Then in answer to a later question Frank states;

Quotation Frank O'Collins:
What I say  to the Canons of Law is that they remain a work in progress and whilst I am confident that they are 
overwhelmingly cohesive, that they are consistent and that they bear a reasoned and sensible  summary of the 
maxims of law derived from many forms of law, all forms of law, there are and there will be canons and there 
will be  references that will need to be updated and reflected in light of further research.  Now I am not in a 
position to  tonight to share with you the revelation of the true cross of Christianity.  ... Well in two weeks I will 
reveal on a similar article (similar to the article on the true  Tree of Life) the true cross. Where it was, what it is, 
what it looks like and what it means.
Source reference:  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=753079&cmd=apop

In one answer Frank outright states that Ucadia is fiction [ Invention or fabrication as opposed to fact].  But in a 
following answer states that this fiction gives us the true Tree of Life and he will be revealing the true Cross. 
This is not logical, this is not reasonable.  Fiction is fiction.

As in Masonry where Albert Pike stated in Morals and Dogma, to the effect that in Masonry citations are not 
given and further that 'we state concepts only once and with brevity'; Ucadia presents it's model completely 
devoid of any reference or citation, but makes statements as absolute facts that cannot be questioned, as if 
written by the Creator himself with a perfect memory. Ucadia makes not a single citation for any of the 
supposedly absolute facts presented.

http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/writing.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/agreement.html


Absolute Genius is required to achieve this. The root of Genius is Geni, and the root of Geni is Jinn - angelic and 
demonic beings that either directly possess men or speak into their ear or mind to transfer great knowledge to 
them. The greatest of the Jinn is one named Lucifer.

The Greek word that was translated to Angel in the Bible directly means 'messenger' - Angels are 
Messengers and usually are taken to mean a great and benevolent spirit whereas Jinn are taken to be 
demonic, although there may be some that are benevolent spirits.

Secret Societies such as the Freemasons worship an entity which is the GAOTU or Great Architect of 
the Universe, who is named Lucifer in several of their published works.



The Star of David fits over  the Ucadia Supreme Financial System symbols with the letters M A S O N 
at the tips of the star with an eye in a triangle. It is extremely similar to the one that can be found with 
an  overlay on the symbol on the American dollar bill. Both of the following are overlays on the 
symbols. Take note that the position of the eye in the Star of David on the Ucadia Supreme Financial 
System symbol is flipped  with the eye on the bottom as well as the directions in which one spells  M A 
S O N is backwards . If one looks at the Ucadia Supreme Financial System symbols and considers the 
complexity of it, they would 
realize the impossibility of 
this just happening by chance. 
For a man to do this 
intentionally, it would have 
been an almost impossible 
task. If it was intentional the 
amount of time it would have 
taken would have been 
extremely high.

Source reference http://pjdsharing.blogspot.ca/2010/03/in-wonderful-movie-national-treasure.html

More here on the six pointed star.  http://freemasonrywatch.org/sixpointedstar.html

Source reference http://globe-union-bank.org/content_sfs/sfs_architecture.asp for original symbols.



In the Supreme Financial System symbol, at the centre of the whole thing, there is a  triangle in a circle. 

The Occult Triangle and the Masonic Lodge 

Returning back to the single triangle as a common symbol of occult usage, we note 
that the Freemasons were able, through the influence of Grand Master Benjamin 
Franklin, to have the triangle became the sun-lit capstone above the pyramid on the 
obverse (reverse) side of the Great Seal of the United States. 

The design of the 33rd degree jewel worn by the elite Mason is made up of 
interlocking triangles. 

The Real Grip of a Master Mason, which the Order claims can "resurrect" the 
candidate and cause him, in essence, to be "born again" (a counterfeit of the 
Christian experience) is formed with fingers separated to form a triangle. In the 
photos and illustrations in this section, you will find several real-life examples of this 
grip. 

In Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia we are told of the triangular chain, the legend taught by Freemasonry that 
Jewish Freemasons were carried as captives from Jerusalem to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar, being bound by 
triangular chains. The Babylonian King is said to have been gravely insulting the Jews by doing this because, to 
the Jews, the triangle, or delta symbol, was a symbol of their Deity. 
Source Reference  http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/codex_magica/codex_magica18.htm

DELTA. The name of the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet. In form it is a triangle, and was 
considered by the ancient Egyptians a symbol of fire, and also of God.  In the Scottish and French 
systems, and also that of the Knights Templar, the triangle or delta is a symbol of the Unspeakable 
Name.
Source reference.  http://books.google.ca/books?
id=1U_N83KoP0MC&pg=PA118&lpg=PA118&dq=freemasonry+Delta&source=bl&ots=LGNhh8tvC
X&sig=VaKZuEZlHXEKUrllo3YUZ9uTylY&hl=en&sa=X&ei=h7G4UbOtD8OaiQK7noHIAw&ved=
0CCkQ6AEwADhG#v=onepage&q=freemasonry%20Delta&f=false

The triangle, or Delta, is the mysterious figure of the Eternal. The three letters which you see, signify 
as follows:—G, at the top of the triangle, "the grand cause of the Masons": the S, at the left hand, the 
"submission to the same order": and the U, at the right hand, the "union that ought to reign among the 
brethren: which, altogether make but one body, or equal figure in all its parts." This is the triangle 
called "equilateral." The great letter G, placed in the centre of the triangle, signifies "Great Architect 
of the Universe," who is God; and in this ineffable name is found all the divine attributes. This letter 
being placed in the centre of the triangle, is for us to understand that every true Mason must have it 
profoundly in his heart. Source reference http://www.gutenberg.org/files/18136/18136-h/18136-h.htm 
pg 171— 

The Delta, or mystical triangle, is generally surrounded by a circle of rays, called a "glory." When this  
glory is distinct from the figure, and surrounds it in the form of a circle (as in the example just given  
from Didron), it is then an emblem of God's eternal glory. When, as is most usual in the masonic  
symbol, the rays emanate from the centre of the triangle, and, as it were, enshroud it in their brilliancy,  
it is symbolic of the Divine Light. The perverted ideas of the pagans referred these rays of light to their  
Sun-god and their Sabian worship.
But the true masonic idea of this glory is, that it symbolizes that Eternal Light of Wisdom which 
surrounds the Supreme Architect as with a sea of glory, and from him, as a common centre, emanates to 



the universe of his creation, and to which the prophet Ezekiel alludes in his eloquent description of 
Jehovah: "And I saw as the color of amber, as the appearance of fire round about within it, from the 
appearance of his loins even upward, and from his loins even downward, I saw, as it were, the 
appearance of fire, and it had brightness round about."

Source reference  http://www.gutenberg.org/files/11937/11937-h/11937-h.htm

The triangle is a very important symbol to the occultist, and is used constantly in every conceivable  
manner.  The triangle is used either with the point up or the point down. If the point is down, it  
represents the Deity and is called the Deity's Triangle or the Water Triangle. If the point is up, it is  
called the Earthly Triangle, or Pyramid Triangle, and "symbolizes the PERFECT OR DIVINE MAN".  
Folks, this quote is not from some heinous Black-hooded Satanist, but from a 33rd Degree Masonic  
author, George Steinmetz [Freemasonry: Its Hidden Meaning , New York, Macoy Publishing and  
Masonic Supply Company, 1948, p. 63, repeated on p. 67]

Source reference    http://ebookbrowse.com/steinmetz-george-h-freemasonry-its-hidden-meaning-pdf-
d222435394
Or for the full book:
Source reference  http://www.aasrschenectady.org/lib/Freemasonry/Freemasonry%20P-T/Steinmetz
%20George%20H.%20-%20Freemasonry,%20Its%20Hidden%20Meaning.pdf

Freemasonry 
"If the two lateral lines of the STAR OF DAVID are removed, leaving the upward and 
downward pointing arrows...the result is the Freemason's square and compass." 
(Knight, p. 240) 
                                 
"The BLAZING STAR IS PROPERLY SIX-POINTED... the sign of the deity, and to make that 
more evident, in the middle of it is usually inscribed the letter 'G', for God... In Co-Masonic 
lodges, the usual form... is a serpent curled round with its tail in its mouth... This was the 
original form, but the head of the serpent was altered so as to form the letter G." (Leadbeater, 
p. 79) 
"I have seen a painting (in which) the BLAZING STAR in the center existed, but it had 8 points 
instead of 6 or 5. It was called 'the star of the dawn' or 'MORNING STAR'; and represented 
HORUS of the resurrection, who was pictured as bearing it upon his HEAD and as having 
given it to his followers." (Leadbeater, p. 7) 
Source reference http://freemasonrywatch.org/sixpointedstar.html



A pentagram fits perfectly over the financial system symbol.

Not only does a Pentagram fit right over the Ucadia Financial System symbol, it is actually right in the 
the Globe Union Reserve Bank symbol itself. As well there are; a circle with a triangle on the top and 
in the centre, with  a circle with a triangle inside the circle with a G inside the triangle, on the left.  The 
rest of the Unions Bank symbols also include the triangle within a circle.                                                          

Source reference  http://globe-
union bank.org/

                                              



As this is a minor point, it is only included to show the use within Ucadia. Most know the meaning 
behind a pentagram. If one wants  more information on the pentagram, it is very easy to find.

There is a compass and square in the sol code as well as other Masonic symbology.

Source reference http://www.ucadia.com/opinions_media/opinion_sol.htm  bottom left corner

Other uses of the square and compass can be found within Ucadia.  



The All Seeing Eye is on the back of great seals within Ucadia. It  is not a symbol redefined, The 
meaning stays the same. 
Illuminated. 

                                 These are some Illuminati examples.                                                                                                                                                         

                        



The answer from Frank regarding symbols is that Ucadia is consuming them.  What does consume 
mean?  Ucadias' lexica does not define it so an outside definition must be used.  

Quotation:
consume

1.Eat, drink, or ingest (food or drink).
Buy (goods or services).

 

Synonyms
spend - expend - waste - eat up

 
Source reference  https://www.google.ca/search?q=define+consume&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-
8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&channel=fflb



Ucadia does not do any of these things with symbols.  These Masonic symbols have been placed within 
the text of the model.  They have not been redefined or if they have been redefined, it is not apparent 
what these new definitions are or where to find them.  Is this another example of lack of transparency?

Research of Secret Societies and Masonic Cults will reveal many more similarities and parallels  within 
Ucadia.

Lucifer is the GAOTU for Masons, Great Architect of the Universe. Many more of these references can 
be found if one looks.

The Great Architect of the Universe (also Grand Architect of the Universe or Supreme Architect 
of the Universe) is a conception     of     God   discussed by many Christian theologians and apologists. As a 
designation it is used within Freemasonry to neutrally represent deity (in whatever form, and by 
whatever name each member may individually believe in). It is also a Rosicrucian     conception     of     God  , 
as expressed by Max     Heindel  . The concept of the demiurge as a grand architect or a great architect also 
occurs in gnosticism and other religious and philosophical systems. 
Source reference  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Architect_of_the_Universe

Oh Mighty and Eternal God, the Great Architect of the Universe.
Source reference http://www.scribd.com/doc/56561612/Albert-Pike-Magnum-Opus pg 21

Lucifer, the Light-Bearer! Strange and mysterious name to give to the Spirit of Darkness! Lucifer, the 
Son of the Morning! Is it he who bears the light, and with its splendors intolerable blinds feeble, 
sensual or selfish Souls? Doubt it not!  

Source reference Albert Pike, 33-degree Freemason and author of Morals and Dogma  pg 321

... the spirit of the Adonai, his Father, and Shekinah Adonai, his mother, upon him; for Adam Primus is 
Adon, Adonai, or Adonis. The ... name will be written Jehovah and read Adonai," [38] say the Rabbins, 
very correctly. Adonai is the Adam Kadmon; he is FATHER ... to their Masoretic points and combined 
to transform Jehovah into Adonai, "the Lord." This, under the persecution of the Mediæval kabalists ...
Source reference  http://www.american-buddha.com/blavatsky.isisunveiled.2.5.htm

"You have learned that Freemasonry calls God, 'The Great Architect of the Universe" (G.A.O.T.U.). 
This is the Freemason's special name for God, because he is universal. He belongs to all men regardless 
of their religious persuasion. All wise men acknowledge His authority. In his private devotions a Mason 
will pray to Jehovah, Mohammed, Allah, Jesus or the Deity of his choice. In a Masonic Lodge, 
however, the Mason will find the name of his Deity within the G.A.O.T.U."- Page 6, The Craft and Its 
Symbols by Allen E. Roberts
Source reference http://www.formermasons.org/issues/the_masonic_view_of_God.php

How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, 
which didst weaken the nations! (Isa. 14:12, KJV) 
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It can be found  that Frank O'Collins is the Architect of Ucadia. 

Quotation
"Philosopher,knowledge architect, developer of open-model of Ucadia systems of language and 
information based on historic truth. "
Source reference  http://www.ucadia.com/frank/frank.htm

Quotation
And yet, I am also the architect and author of u-s-m.org, heal-the-earth.org, 
protect-the-earth.org, give-mars-life.org, africans-union.org, arabian-
union.org, americas-union.org, asia-union.org, oceanic-union.org, one-
spirit-tribe.org, one-jerusalem.org,one-ireland.org, united-china.org, 
united-korea.org, meaning-of-all.org, meaning-of-everything.org, one-
corp.org, we-help.org, one-heaven.org, one-islam.org, one-faith-of-god.org 
and one-spirit-tribe.org . 

Source reference http://www.ucadia.com/frank/frank_who.htm

By Frank O'Collins (Founder of UCADIA Books P/L and Architect of UCADIA) 
Source reference http://www.ucadia.com/opinions_media/opinion_ucadian_model.htm
Source reference http://www.ucadia.com/opinions_media/opinion_sol.htm

Anyone can hear this stated on talkshoe after talkshoe.

Who is the Architect of Ucadia that can stand the term of 3210 years in office?

54.8 Term as Member of the Divina
The Unique Collective Awareness of Divine Mind, also known as the Divina, shall 
hold their Office during the Term of three thousand two hundred ten (3210) Years.

54.12 One Hundred Forty Four (144) Great Spirits and Deities 

In accord with the First Supreme Conclave of One     Heaven   held upon the Day of Divine Agreement and 
Understanding being GAIA E8:Y3209:A1:S1:M6:D1, also known as [Monday, 21 Dec 2009], let it be 
known to all that the following Great Spirits and Deities were duly elected by all spiritual Members of 
One     Heaven   as the Executive Government of One     Heaven  , also known as the Unique     Collective   
Awareness of Divine Mind and the Divina:

(i) The twelve (12) Absolute Deities duly elected were:

Unique     Collective     Awareness   [000000-000000-000000], 
The One [000000-000000-000001], 
The Absolute [000000-000000-000002], 
The All [000000-000000-000003], 
The Divine     Creator   [000000-000000-000004], 
The Alpha and Omega [000000-000000-000005], 
The Only [000000-000000-000006], 
The Infinite [000000-000000-000007], 
The Ultimate [000000-000000-000008], 
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The Architect [000000-000000-000009], 
The Divine Mind [000000-000000-000010], 
Existence [000000-000000-000011]; and 

Source Reference http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/54.html

The main ones to note here are:

The Absolute

and

THE ARCHITECT.

Similar points could be made regarding the remaining Deities mentioned above as well.

Are these Jinn and NOT the Creator of Everything? 

On talkshoe after talkshoe one will hear reference to The Great Architect of the Universe, The One, The 
All, The Divine Creator, The Absolute, The Alpha and Omega, The UCA, all as the same entity.  If that 
is the case, why do they all have different registration numbers ?

Would the Creator of everything even need a registration number?

The Architect of Ucadia has an Office Tenure of 3210 Years, so had no intention of leaving Dec 21, 
2011, or Dec 21, 2012; and is obviously not Human; talks to Frank on the 'Big White Telephone'.

Oh wait a minute, did we just read that Frank is the Architect?  Who is the actual Architect of Ucadia?

How can the Office of Architect have a 3210 year tenure; Is the Architect a Spirit /Jinn?

In order to animate the Architect in the Earth dimension, the Spiritual entity must either control or 
speak through a Mortal being.

Is this Architect the same entity as the GAOTU - Great Architect of the Universe, the God of the 
Masons?

Quotation:

10.4
No claim of prior authority can prevail 

No claim of prior authority through any instrument or thing, no matter how old or sacred it is viewed, 
can prevail above this document. This document is the supreme, the one (1) and the original document 
above all others in the relationship of all Level 6 (self aware) life forms and higher order beings, living 
and deceased, to the Absolute and to each other.

The most sacred of scriptures and texts are believed to be the word of the Absolute and our collective 
covenant and special relationship. However, by these very scriptures, greater power is deferred to the 
will of the Absolute and to the greater history of Heaven and Hell.

Before the Bible, before all sacred texts, there existed Heaven and Hell. And before the existence of 
Hell, there existed one (1) Heaven. Therefore this document representing the union of Heaven, once 
more represents the most supreme of all documents, no matter what age, content or reverence.

Source reference   http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/10.html#4
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In the above clause of the Covenant of One Heaven is stated: However, by these very scriptures, greater 
power is deferred to the will of the Absolute and to the greater history of Heaven and Hell.  

Why would anything have to be deferred to the will of the Absolute?  

Unless of course, the Absolute is NOT the Creator of  everything.

Quotation:

6.3
Great Spirits and Deities as Executive Government of Heaven 

By the present Covenant, the Executive Government of One United Heaven is entrusted to one hundred 
forty four (144) Great Spirits and Deities for a term no exceeding three thousand two hundred ten 
(3,210) years before a new body of Great Spirits of Deities may be elected.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/6.html

Quotation:
Canon 3647 

A Deity is a supernatural being believed to possess miraculous or magical powers that is regarded by 
certain followers to be a god as distinct from a lesser spiritual force. Hence, a god is always a form of 
deity.

Source reference.  http://one-heaven.org/canons/ecclesiastical_law/article/32.html#3647

Quotation:
Definition for divine creator
Phrase: divine creator
Pronounciation:
Century:
DA Name:
Era: C.E.
Origin: Original
Type: Official
Source Language: Latin
Source Language 
Words:

Source Text:
Definition: the One True Divine Creator and Owner of All, being the Absolute, the 

Almighty, the UCA, the UCADIA and the Alpha and Omega

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/divine%20creator.html

http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/ucadia.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/owner.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/divine.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/form.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/body.html


Would the office of the Divine Creator expires?  
Unless of course, the Divine Creator is NOT the Creator of everything.

Are the GAOTU of the Masons and the Great Architect of Ucadia the same entity, which would 
account for the similarities in both Masonic Government and  Ucadia Government?

Could one suspect that the Architect of Ucadia is the Spirit/Jinn - Lucifer?
(It is not being insinuated here that Frank is Lucifer. It is being asked if if it is possible that the one on 
the other end of Franks 'Big White Telephone' is Lucifer and not the Creator of everything.)

Revelation     12:9   
And the great dragon was thrown down, that ancient serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, the 
deceiver of the whole world—he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were thrown down with 
him. 

John     8:44   
You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your father's desires. He was a murderer from 
the beginning, and has nothing to do with the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he 
speaks out of his own character, for he is a liar and the father of lies. 

If Lucifer is a liar, a deceiver, would he deceive  to you,  would he deceive to Frank?

Would it be logical and reasonable to question if Lucifer is deceiving all of us into believing the 
Creator of everything has forgiven him?

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+8%3A44&version=ESV
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+8%3A44&version=ESV
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+12%3A9&version=ESV
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+12%3A9&version=ESV


Frank had agreed and stated publicly many times that, initially, on Dec 21, 2011, and then on Dec 21, 
2012,  he would be stepping down. An example of this occurred on the March 16, 2011 talkshoe when 
he said:

Quotation Frank O'Collins:  "In 8 months I step down and become the end of the line; I cannot have the 
continued influence."
Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=462531&cmd=apop

If one  listens to the talkshoes, they will find many more instances in which Frank says he would be 
stepping down.

Ucadia was supposed to evolve into a Society where the members had a say.

The foundational flaw continues with Frank O'Collins/The Architect/Lucifer continues to be the only 
Officer in Ucadia.

If Ucadia is a government (and it is), currently the leader of Ucadia, Frank,  is the only officer who is in 
possession of a body [there are spirit members who apparently have been elected in the spiritual realm, 
and apparently have jurisdiction over members of Ucadia, without representation or consent]- Ucadia 
has no mandate to rule, as it does not have the consent of the members WITH full disclosure.
Immediately prior to Dec 21, 2012 Frank was desirous of setting up the Ucadia Mission Company 
registered in the USA in order that he transfer Ucadia into a registered society.

Frank created draft Articles of Incorporation, and these were shown to 3 members to digest, review, 
edit etc., near the end a clause was written that gave Frank veto power over any decision of the 
association. After this point about veto was discussed with him, Frank never discussed the concept of 
stepping down again, other than when he said: 

Quote Frank O'Collins: "No one stepped up."  

Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=722017&cmd=apop

Do you think that out of around 1000 people that no one stepped up?

How many were asked?

Even though he stated " I cannot have the continued influence.", Frank continues as the sole Mortal 
government power of Ucadia.

These are transcribed from the Dec 19, 2012 talkshoe.

Quote Frank O'Collins:
We are at a time that we said, was a transition, and so the things that I want to share with you before we get to 
the Q and A, is what those transition things are, before we get into those questions.  Now I mentioned ego.  My 
ego is as big and healthy as the next man, and I try every day, I truly do every day, try and keep it in check.  And 
every day I think I find reason that I am failing.  But the 21st  of December (2012) I made a promise to all of you 
that we would see a transition, where the idea of Ucadia, the invention of Ucadia, would be transmitted to each 



and every one of you.  
...

That does not mean that the promise of transmission cannot be met.  I am going to explain to you exactly what is 
happening on the 21st  so its clear.  
...

So if we look at what is happening on the 21st  , and if the Architect is a fancy way of saying the messenger, the 
designer, the testator, the grantor, the trustor, then all of those things really apply.  Because the person, the 
Architect of Ucaida could be said to being the inventor and creator  of Ucadia up to this point.  So if Ucadia is 
going to change, then the mechanism is going to reflect what is going to happen to the Architect of Ucadia.  And 
what is the transition form.  Well, it turns out we have already discussed this on many audios, as to transition. 
Because what we are talking about, ultimately,  is the Will and Testament of the Architect of Ucadia, not Frank 
O'Collins, but all of those creative ideas and how those are transitioned.  Now the document is called the 
Constitution of Ucadia. But it is indeed the Will and Testament of the Architect of Ucadia as the trustor and 
testator.  And what it describes is, and what it includes is, the promises I have made to you all in the terms of the 
monies and how those monies are distributed, the 14.4 million monita we spoke of.  It includes the transition and 
formation of the Ucadia Trust, into which all rights are applied. It is also described the transitional body, the 
Ucadia Mission and the establishment of that. So that we have a non profit charity infrastructure point to help in 
the creation and the cleaning up of all of the materials and all the things I have been involved in until now.  But 
there is another thing I want to share with you, not only the fact that the Constitution of Ucadia exists and that 
this Constitution being the Will and Testament of the Architect of Ucadia will be available to be seen on the 
Gazette over the coming days and weeks.  But there will also be a notice  published and Gazetted for the 21st  of 
December (2012)  and that is the civil death of the person known as the Architect of Ucadia.  Frank O'Collins is 
not planning to go anywhere.  As far as Frank O'Collins is concerned in making claims over Ucadia, in the office 
of the Architect of Ucadia, a deal is a deal, a promise is a promise, and that promise was first to the Divine and 
that second to you. A promise I made many, many years ago.  From the 21st of December the Architect of Ucadia 
will be no more.  And so, the Will and Testament, administered by the executor and the trustees of the Ucadia 
Trust have every right therefore, to administer the terms of that Constitution and see that transition.  
Source reference   http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=687448&cmd=apop

Most of the 'promises' made here were broken. 

Has either the Constitution of Ucadia or the Notice of the death of the Architect of Ucadia ever been 
published?

No, neither has been published as of July 17, 2013.



38.5
Membership Number of One Heaven 

By the power and authority of the present sacred Covenant, a Unique Membership Number of one 
hundred forty four (144) digits representing a valid entry into the Great Ledger and Public Record of 
One     Heaven   shall be issued for each and every Divine Spirit in the Universe that has ever existed or 
will ever exist, whether or not they have carnated into a higher order flesh being or not.

The first eighteen digits of the one hundred forty four (144) digit Unique Membership Number is not 
only unique to each Member, but shall be a unique moment in Ucadia Time representing the precise 
moment of recognition of the Divine Spirit and in the case of Divine Spirits who have chosen to be 
associated with a carnation into flesh, the Unique Membership Number shall represent the unique 
moment of being born. 

Source Reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#5

The 18 digit number used in Ucadia was first proposed in 1798 as an identifier for all people on the 
planet.    

 In 1798, a Methodist Minister, Adam Clarke, wrote: 'The Mark of the Beast will be an 18-digit 
number, 6+6+6' (Adam Clarke Unabridged Bible Commentary; as quoted in The New Money System: 
When Your Money Fails", by Mary Stewart, Ph.D., 1983, p. 152).

http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/divine.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/case.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/divine.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/ucadia.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/order.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/divine.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/one%20heaven.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/one%20heaven.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/record.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/public.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/valid.html


Frank has stated many times on many talkshoes that he is not the centre of all knowledge or something 
to that effect.  If he believes this to be true, why then does he oppose research into Secret Societies? 
Especially the Mystery Religions?  The following are taken from the June 5, 2013 talkshoe.

Quotation Frank O'Collins:
What I say when people present, whether it be the study of early figures and writers like this or whether it be the 
study of, for example, Freemasons, and the connections to the Freemasons and the Rosicrucians and the various 
significant battles between Freemasonry and their overlay on world events.  I would say all research that seeks to 
reveal the truth and to help us gain a greater knowledge, is worth while.  The question is timing, the question is 
priority, but I still think it is worth while.
...
These people have really one thing in common.  They do not believe the doctrines of the organizations.  They are 
mindless. They are infected with mental illness. Deeply infected.  They believe in nothing but themselves. And 
what I see is an exposure of that now .  Finally.   A naming it for what it is.  No longer are people getting away 
with the hidden reinforcement.  Ohhhh, they are Freemasons and ohhhh, they are Rosicrucian and all these 
things.  The maintaining of their power.  The desperation that they need.  They need people to keep running 
down these bloody rabbit holes, and they do.  But to expose it finally for what it is. Nihilists. People who believe 
in nothing.  Nothing. Criminals.  ...  and finally they are being exposed.  Now does that mean that the world will 
be a better place?  Not necessarily.  We still have to deal with the fundamental corruption of knowledge.  And 
that is what Ucadia, that’s what I am doing every single day.  There are some who desperately want to push us 
down rabbit holes and talk about all these different groups and all this different esoteric knowledge, and quite 
frankly I am sick of it.  Absolutely sick of it.  
...
In answer to the question,  Which would be more valuable to society, what is true or what is useful?

Quotation Frank O'Collins
Here's the spin on the issue of truth.  Always it should be what is useful.  It should always be what is useful. 
Because truth, as I said actually in answer to your question is relative.  It is relative to your ability to discern 
what is and what is not.  Its not to say that there is no absolute, absolute truth, but its to say that what is really 
more important is that the way I see the world is always going to be slightly different to the way you see the 
world.  Which is why I need to be gentle when people have a difference and not be offended when people raise 
differences.  And to remind myself of that moving forward.  So what is useful  really needs to take a greater 
emphasis than truth.  Now some might say, well hold on a second that means that, you know, people will go in 
and butcher truth, can use that argument, that really their just doing it, you know, the end justifies the means.  No 
that is a separate argument.  In the frame of the question between those two on balance, I gave an answer to that 
question.  Does that diminish truth?  No it doesn’t.  In other context truth absolutely prevails and needs to 
prevail.  But in a balance of necessity of life and the experience of life, truth is always and always will be 
relative.  And what we need to remind ourselves, on balance, is, how we live our lives.  And that is why I 
responded earlier when to the question on endless rabbit holes, how much more we can learn about the Illuminati 
or the 13 bloodlines or the Rosicrucians, or all of that or anything else for that matter.  It doesn't make the 
research invalid, in fact, it is incredibly valuable research, and needs to be recognized as such.  ...

Ucadia concepts contradict one another as is shown in the preceding as well as the following examples and in the 
audio presentments of Ucadia TalkShoe broadcasts.

Another point to make here is the truth vs useful issue.  This boils down to the usefulness of a lie.  So 
when is a lie useful?  Only when dealing with criminals.  How can something be useful if it is based on 
lies / deception ?

Source reference:  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=753079&cmd=apop



Shortly before this talkshoe  in a skype chat room there had been a post made that certainly prompted 
this reaction.
listening to Mystery Babylon #34- Secret Societies & Vatican II right now. very interesting
in this one William Cooper reveals that he learned from his research that Martin Luther was a member 
of a secret society. the Rosicrucian
and that his symbols on his seal was the rose and cross
(http://www.hourofthetime.com/wordpresstest/?page_id=7576  is a location where the William Cooper 
audios can be found.)

That is it.  That is all that was said.

Does Frank feel he is the only one capable of exposing anything? The preceding quote certainly gives 
this impression when you consider he said.  "We still have to deal with the fundamental corruption of 
knowledge.  And that is what Ucadia, that’s what I am doing every single day."



On Vatican II

Quotation Frank O'Collins:
This culminated in a vision at the beginning of February concerning the proper implementation of 
Vatican II.
Source reference   http://blog.ucadia.com/2013/02/the-prophecy-of-kew-prophecy-that.html

Frank did not publicly speak on this vision even though he was asked in two separate talkshoes to 
speak on this vision specifically.  He referred people to the Vision of Kew, which happened many years 
before.  

This alone shows that not all is out in the open within Ucadia, a lack of transparency.  What else in 
Ucadia is hidden?

Vatican II supports and holds mass for Freemasons.

Quotation
What makes this mass noteworthy, therefore, is the occasion: it is a memorial new mass for the "Day of 
the Freemason", celebrated by Father Geraldo     de     Magela     Silva  , of the Diocese of Pesqueira (state of 
Pernambuco, Brazil), on August 20, 2012. Its images were actually posted on the Facebook page of a 
Masonic organization. 

          

Source reference  http://rorate-caeli.blogspot.com/2012/08/a-vatican-ii-moment-masonic-
memorial.html

Quotation Frank O'Collins
No one physically living has control over these massive events.  That is the whole point of the 
unprecedented revelations, signs, prophecies in the last one hundred years.
Source reference   http://blog.ucadia.com/2013/02/the-prophecy-of-kew-prophecy-that.html
Lucifer does, but yes is not physically living.

The hypnotic effect of the TalkShoes binds the perception of the members to look objectively at the 
concepts Frank proposes.

For some extensive research on Vatican II and its ties to Freemasonry see here.  
Source reference  http://www.tldm.org/News19/Vatican2Fruit-TheMasonicMemorialMass.htm

and

Source reference  https://forcaefraternidade.jux.com/986142#

http://www.diocesedepesqueira.org/index-presbiterio.php
http://www.diocesedepesqueira.org/index-presbiterio.php
http://www.diocesedepesqueira.org/index-presbiterio.php
http://www.diocesedepesqueira.org/index-presbiterio.php


Next must be mentioned the TalkShoe lectures, 

Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=90342&cmd=tc 

These can only be defined as lectures, tightly controlled - free speech stiffed, inconvenient questions 
are evaded, sometimes skipped/refused and, upon occasion, erased. Frank encourages people to call in 
with questions but usually interrupts them, interject his own comments when they speak, interprets 
what they say, and cuts off his guests. Frequently, Frank will  rephrase peoples questions for them and 
then answer the question based upon his rephrasing. He also speaks down to people.  Is this a 
synergistic situation?

 A group discussion where all get to speak is needed in a free society.



There were 5 or more Papal Bull denouncing Masons.  

(1) At every period of time each has been in conflict with the other, with a variety and multiplicity of 
weapons and of warfare, although not always with equal ardour and assault. At this period, however, 
the partisans of evil seems to be combining together, and to be struggling with united vehemence, led 
on or assisted by that strongly organized and widespread association called the Freemasons. No longer 
making any secret of their purposes, they are now boldly rising up against God Himself. They are 
planning the destruction of holy Church publicly and openly, and this with the set purpose of utterly 
despoiling the nations of Christendom, if it were possible, of the blessings obtained for us through 
Jesus Christ our Saviour. Lamenting these evils, We are constrained by the charity which urges Our 
heart to cry out often to God: "For lo, Thy enemies have made a noise; and they that hate Thee have 
lifted up the head. They have taken a malicious counsel against Thy people, and they have consulted 
against Thy saints. They have said, 'come, and let us destroy them, so that they be not a nation.'(2)

3. At so urgent a crisis, when so fierce and so pressing an onslaught is made upon the Christian name, it 
is Our office to point out the danger, to mark who are the adversaries, and to the best of Our power to 
make head against their plans and devices, that those may not perish whose salvation is committed to 
Us, and that the kingdom of Jesus Christ entrusted to Our charge may not stand and remain whole, but 
may be enlarged by an ever-increasing growth throughout the world.

4. The Roman Pontiffs Our predecessors, in their incessant watchfulness over the safety of the 
Christian people, were prompt in detecting the presence and the purpose of this capital enemy 
immediately it sprang into the light instead of hiding as a dark conspiracy; and , moreover, they took 
occasion with true foresight to give, as it were on their guard, and not allow themselves to be caught by 
the devices and snares laid out to deceive them.

 5. The first warning of the danger was given by Clement XII in the year l738, 3 and his constitution 
was confirmed and renewed by Benedict XIV. 4 Pius VII followed the same path; 5 and Leo XII, by his 
apostolic constitution, Quo Graviora, 6 put together the acts and decrees of former Pontiffs on this 
subject, and ratified and confirmed them forever. In the same sense spoke Pius VIII, 7 Gregory XVI, 8 
and, many times over, Pius IX. 9
Source reference   http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/leo_xiii/encyclicals/documents/hf_l-
xiii_enc_18840420_humanum-genus_en.html

Now it has come to Our ears, and common gossip has made clear, that certain Societies, Companies, 
Assemblies, Meetings, Congregations or Conventicles called in the popular tongue Liberi Muratori or 
Francs Massons or by other names according to the various languages, are spreading far and wide and 
daily growing in strength; and men of any Religion or sect, satisfied with the appearance of natural 
probity, are joined together, according to their laws and the statutes laid down for them, by a strict and 
unbreakable bond which obliges them, both by an oath upon the Holy Bible and by a host of grievous 
punishment, to an inviolable silence about all that they do in secret together. But it is in the nature of 
crime to betray itself and to show itself by its attendant clamor. Thus these aforesaid Societies or 
Conventicles have caused in the minds of the faithful the greatest suspicion, and all prudent and upright 
men have passed the same judgment on them as being depraved and perverted. For if they were not 
doing evil they would not have so great a hatred of the light. Indeed, this rumor has grown to such 
proportions that in several countries these societies have been forbidden by the civil authorities as 
being against the public security, and for some time past have appeared to be prudently eliminated. 
Source reference  http://www.papalencyclicals.net/Clem12/c12inemengl.htm



This seems to only be available  in Italian. 
Source reference  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Providas_Romanorum
Source reference  http://digilander.libero.it/magistero/b14provi.htm

For the convenience of all, a portion of the Italian text was translated.

We, therefore, meditating on the serious damage that most of these companies or Conventicles bear not 
only the tranquility of the temporal Republic, but also to the spiritual health of souls, because they do 
not agree in any way by either the Civil Law nor with those canonical; taught by the Divine words of 
watch day and night, as a faithful and wise servant in charge of the family of the Lord, that this breed 
of men looting the house as thieves, nor how the foxes spoil the vineyard, that is, does not corrupt the 
hearts of simple or injure secretly guiltless in order to close the road which, if opened, could allow 
impunity of the crimes, and for other just and rational reasons known to us, with the advice of Our 
Venerable Brothers the Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church, and even motu proprio, with sure 
knowledge, mature deliberation, and with the fullness of Our Apostolic authority, do ordain having to 
condemn and prohibit, as with the present Constitution of ours, to be valid in perpetuity, condemn and 
forbid the aforementioned companies, Unions, Meetings, Meetings, aggregations or Conventicles of the 
Freemasons or Maçons des Francs, or by any other name calls. 

This one apparently has to be purchased.
Source refrence  http://books.google.ca/books/about/Edict_of_Pope_Pius_Vii_on_Freemasonry.html?
id=4772uAAACAAJ&redir_esc=y

"A long time ago this Holy See, once these sects had been discovered, cried with a great and unbridled 
Voice against them, and exposed their plans, which had been devised secretly by them against Religion, 
indeed against civil society. Long ago it called forth the attentiveness of all, that they might beware lest 
it be allowed to these sects to attempt that which they were heinously contemplating. Indeed it must 
have grieved these endeavors of the Holy See not to have answered that destruction, which It was 
observing, and that wicked men had not desisted from their acknowledged plan; whence they at long 
last attained to those evils which We Ourselves have perceived; indeed, men whose arrogance has 
always mounted, have dared to begin new secret societies. 
http://www.papalencyclicals.net/Leo12/l12quogr.htm
Source reference  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papal_ban_of_Freemasonry

If one does some research one will find more on these.

Why are these not exposed on one-evil.org. ?
One-evil.org says the Jesuits and the Catholic Church are evil, these are the two enemies of Masons. 
Ucadia exposure of the Masons is superficial.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/canons/sovereign_law/article/160.html#6641

Source reference http://one-heaven.org/canons/sovereign_law/article/83.html

Source reference  http://one-evil.org/content/entities_organizations_illuminati.html



In January, Frank sent people off prospecting for gold,

Source reference  http://blog.ucadia.com/2013_01_01_archive.html  

even though gold is cursed, a storage vessel for souls and can never be used as backing for money.  

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/canons/sovereign_law/article/83.html

Source reference  http://one-evil.org/content/symbols_gold.html

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/36.html

According to the Covenant of One Heaven, members are to be "Slaying the False Idols Gold, precious 
metals and gems as the gods of the Parasite" .

Quotation:
36.5
Slaying the False Idols Gold, precious metals and gems as the gods of the Parasite 

It is an indisputable fact that Gold remains the father god of the Parasite, the descendants of the swamp 
pirates known as Menes of the Nile and the land pirates known as the Khazars.

Their obsession, devotion and duty to their primary god and lesser gods in the form of other precious 
metals and gems have seen them fanatically contol as many sources and to continue to use their 
stockpiles to corrupt, to entrap and to ruin empires over the centuries.

As gold is the primary god of these pirates and parasites, they stand in open defiance of all spiritual 
forces, both traditionally light and dark, who have now united under this new Covenant.

As a mark of this most sacred Covenant, it is time to slay this false idol, this false god and all the false 
gods of this pantheon.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/36.html#5

http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/form.html
http://one-heaven.org/lexica/en/define/fact.html


Cult from the canons

Quotation:
Canon 3497

A Cult is a particular administered system of beliefs, faith or worship of one or more gods defined by 
one or more sacred objects, stories, scriptures, rituals or observances, distinct from a Religion by 
certain behaviors primarily determined by the treatment of its members versus leadership.

Source reference http://one-heaven.org/canons/ecclesiastical_law/article/11.html#3497

from the internet

Quotation:
cult  
/kəlt/
Noun

 A system of religious veneration and devotion directed toward a particular figure or object.
A relatively small group of people having religious beliefs or practices regarded by others as strange or 
sinister.

Source reference  https://www.google.ca/search?q=define+cult&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-
8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&channel=fflb

Ucadia has, beliefs, faiths and the  Wednesday night talkshoe could certainly be considered a service 
with the ones listening a congregation. Ucadia also has god, deities, angels, demons, sacred objects, 
stories, scriptures, rituals and observances.  On the June 19, 2013 talkshoe Frank read a parable and 
announced he would read one each week. Although he is reading many not just one.   Frank claims he 
is not a Messiah, but he is writing scripture and is now reciting 'Parables' the same as Yeshua bar 
Joseph?

I find some posts people have made concerning this a little distressing.  People do not seem to realize 
the deeper implications of Frank writing and reciting Parables.

[1]  Bless your heart Frank... Thank you for your patience and the wonderful reminder and parable of 
the prodigal son! Anyways got me all misty eyed!

[2]   I really enjoyed the deeper moral values of the prodgal son parable ...and the wisdom and love of 
the father for his son...awesome frank straight to the heart.

The only leadership in Ucadia is Frank. Well the only leadership that has an actual body.  He is 
unwilling to give up power and control. Many members are actually venerating Frank and are quite 
devoted . This is an example from June 8, 2013 in a Ucadia skype chat room. As of July 17, 2013, 
Frank still has not explained to this member that he only memorialized Yappa and did not actually write 
it. Or if he has it was not done publicly.



"Frank will ALWAYS WIN!

In My Mind for Frank always provides Earthy Answers that I can relate to! and that must mean 
something.
 "coupled with" that of the channelings of our Ancestors!
Your debates will be rendered meaningless without such truth of Our Ancestors - The Pleiadians!
Your ancestral knowledge is profound of which we have had skype chat conversations; but you must 
remember the yapa sacred text of which was given to Frank in a sacred nature; this is not simple chit 
chat stuff here; but is of sacred nature; you recall reading and remembering such knowledge given? 
Frank is "our voice"! now!
Frank has been awoken through the spirituality of the land!
and we must "trust"!
In trust"
Then someone of Origini origin said:

"Yappa is not franks words."

The response was:

"Yappa is of the Dreamers Language.. I can relate; and I want Frank to finish this work.. it needs to be 
completed!
It is Franks work!
Yes it is!
Frank is the voice of Yappa, the spirit of the land!
Oh yes, I do! I am a Dreamer!
You have not embraced Yappa into your heart then to truly know!"

All this said to an  Origini of Australia. There was more, but you get the point. There are more 
members like this.   Are these statements of a reasonable mind?  

If you have listened to the talkshoes you would have heard another member say to Frank that he wanted 
to say something and then Frank could "Correct my way of thinking.". Is this the statement of someone 
who is thinking for themselves?   

People, please do not turn your thought process over to someone else!!!!!!!!
.



Transparency in Ucadia is of the utmost importance: Where is the transparency? Where is a free speech 
forum regarding ANY question?

Quotation:
10.1 - Immutability of Covenant 
So long as the faithful of One     Heaven   agree to participate in a fair, open and transparent public process 
under the rules of this Covenant, this Covenant remains the immutable law of true One     Heaven  .

http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/10.html#1

Where is the fairness in the public process of Ucadia?  

Actually,  where is the bloody public process at all??? 

Where is the openness in Ucadia?  

Where is the transparency in Ucadia? 

Where is the free discussion? 

It certainly is not on the Ucadia TalkShoe where people are at times expelled for asking inconvenient 
questions or too many questions.  Where there has been up to 12 minutes of Frank speaking on the 
rules for the night.  

No chatting in the chat room.  Questions only, etc, etc. 

Is this a free discussion? 

Is this a free and open society? 
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On  the  June  5th and again on the June 13th, 2013 talkshoes, 

Source reference  http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/audioPop.jsp?episodeId=750748&cmd=apop 

Frank stated that Ucadia is Fiction. What does fiction mean?
Ucadia does not have fiction in its lexica at this time, July 05, 2013, so an outside definition must be 
used.

fic·tion
Prose literature, esp. short stories and novels, about imaginary events and people. 
Invention or fabrication as opposed to fact.

Frank has stated many times that Ucadia is exposing the lies, draining the swamp, 
getting the truth out into the open.  

Can fiction truly do this when it is 'invention or fabrication as opposed to fact'?  

Ucadia is supposed to be Truth, not 'invention or fabrication as opposed to fact', plain and 
simple. 

So Ucadia is fiction, 'invention or fabrication as opposed to fact', as Frank stated three 
times.  

That nullifies all oaths taken in the membership registration process.  For all!  

I have come to feel that the whole membership should be deleted. Then the 
inconsistencies and contradictions need to be righted, (although i cannot say this is 
possible as there are so many) and then after FULL DISCLOSURE has been given, 
people can register again or not as they see best.  What do you think?

By the way, last year  in 2012, the Covenant of One Heaven was edited and several items 
outright changed.  How can anyone be held to an oath to uphold something (a fiction) 
when it was changed after they swore that oath?



It would be prudent for all to consider some valid points and ask themselves some very important 
questions.  Consider these and please formulate and consider your own.

- > Currently  Ucadia has a Totalitarian Government, with a dictator at the head.  
- > The Society of One Heaven claim to have the right to administer ones soul who does not desire to 
remain known as a member.
- > The parallels and similarities between Freemasonry and Ucadia are overwhelming.
- > The society members are becoming more and more like cretins.
- > Ucadia is fiction.
- > Masonic symbolism is prevalent in Ucadia 
- > No exposure on one-evil.org about Papal Bulls banning Freemasonry.
- > Free discussion is not encouraged.
- > Frank continues as the sole mortal government power of Ucadia.
- > There are many contradiction within the Ucadia literati. 
- > FULL disclosure is lacking.

This all begs the questions:

- >What is Ucadia REALLY?  
- > Where is Ucadia headed? 
- > If Ucadia is a fiction how can one have any confidence in the model, as the model was supposed to 
be exposing the lies, draining the swamp, getting the truth out into the open, etc?  
- > How can something that is invention or fabrication as opposed to fact, expose anything?
- > Where is the transparency in Ucadia? 
- > Where is free speech/discussion to question in Ucadia? 
- > Who is the Architect of Ucadia that can stand the term of 3210 years in office?
- > Why do people join Ucadia, then secede? 
- > How many have seceded? 
- > Why did the majority of the first 12 notaries secede in 2011?
- > Specifically, why did the majority of the men and women of Italy who had joined Ucadia secede? 
Especially since they were doing a translation of Ucadia into Italian.
- > Should a member desire to secede, why are they hindered?
- > Are willing to exist in this society? 
- > Are you willing to allow the continuation of this society.
- > Is Ucadia truly a free and open society? 
- > Why are some given special consideration to rescind membership, while the majority are not?
- > Could on suspect the Architect of Ucadia is the Spirit/Jinn - Lucifer?
- >Frank doesn't want to be Messiah, but now he is writing and reciting 'Parables' the same as Yeshua 
bar Joseph?
- > How can anyone be held to an oath to uphold something (a fiction) when it was changed after they 
swore that oath?

The points and question raised in this document are only a fraction of the ones that can be raised about 
Ucadia.  Please, QUESTION all that you read and hear.  Regardless of whether it comes from Ucadia 
or any where else.  Certainly question all that is contained within this document.

As a model Ucadia highlights most of the items that are required in a Free Society; however not 
necessarily from a positive perspective. One could also view the Ucadia model as highlighting all the 



things that must be forbidden in a Free Society.  From these points of view, the Ucadia model will be 
extremely useful to establish a truly Free Society.

So after detailed examination, one finds the Ucadia model highlights major items of a Society, and in order that 
the men and women in a Society be truly free, some concepts must be included, others must be forbidden. 
Therefore the Ucadia model will be extremely useful as clearly outlined are all the concepts that result in slavery 
of the mind, body and soul. With these so clearly highlighted in the model, the negative concepts are easily 
avoided.

"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any place in its own name, but 
always covered by another name, and another occupation. None is better than the three lower degrees of Free 
Masonry; the public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, and therefore takes little notice of it. Next to this, 
the form of a learned or literary society is best suited to our purpose, and had Free Masonry not existed, this 
cover would have been employed; and it may be much more than a cover, it may be a powerful engine in our 
hands. By establishing reading societies, and subscription libraries, and taking these under our direction, and 
supplying them through our labours, we may turn the public mind which way we will." 
- Adam Weishaupt, founder of the Illuminati  Source reference  John Robison's Proofs of a Conspiracy, 1793. 

"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any place in its own name, but 
always covered by another name, and another occupation."

Is Freemasonry concealed within Ucadia, covered by another name, and another occupation?

You decide.

A Rose by any other name is still a Rose.



Addendum

111.2 Clause amendment 
A clause amendment is where a specific clause contained in this Covenant is approved for amendment 
either through the complete replacement of all the words contained within the clause, or minor word 
alteration.

A clause amendment shall only be permitted under one (1) or more of the following conditions:

(i) That the clause contains a style (capitals), typographical or simple grammatical error which will 
be corrected through the proposed amendment; or

(ii) That the clause contains a significant grammatical error which renders any true intention of the 
clause impossible and that the proposed amendment will correct this error to the original intent; or

(iii) That the clause contains a significant error contradicting one (1) or more other clauses of the 
Covenant and that the proposed amendment will correct this error to the original intent; and

(iv) The proposed amendment does not relate in anyway to any reference to Official powers or 
procedures; and

(v) It is before the Day of Redemption.

No clause amendment is permitted after the Day of Redemption. Any clause amendment that occurs 
after the Day of Redemption shall be null and void ab initio (from the beginning).

111.4
Two thirds (2/3) majority 

Amendments to the Covenant after the Day of Redemption must be framed as a free and fair vote to the 
delegates to a Great Conclave. For an amendment to be valid and enacted requires a two thirds (2/3) of 
the total votes cast by the total delegates to a Great Conclave.

The material alteration of an article, including changing its title and essential function is not permitted.
Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/111.html

115.1
Conclave 

A Conclave is an official meeting of the most senior elected spiritual officials in Heaven and their 
elected living counterparts on Earth and other planets and moons convened to elect new officials, 
promulgate new judgments and herald new acts on behalf of the entire community of Divine Spirit 
Persons as Members who have conveyed Divinity (Divine Right of Use with Purpose) to a True     Trust   
then expressed as Level 6 Life Forms and spirit Members of One     Heaven  .

A Conclave is primarily divided into two (2) components being the Election followed by the 
Convention of Elected Representatives in Session.

There shall be only four (4) types of Conclave being General, Special, Great and Supreme:

(i) A General Conclave shall be conducted over ninety (90) days and shall occur every sixty four 
(64) years and correspond to the elections of officials of Local Collectives; and

(ii) A Great Conclave shall be conducted over one (1) year and shall occur every one hundred 
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twenty eight (128) years and correspond to the elections of officials of Belief Collectives and 
Regional Belief Collectives; and

(iii) A Supreme Conclave shall be conducted over four (4) years and shall occur every three 
thousand two hundred ten (3,210) years and correspond to the elections of officials of the Unique 
Collective of One     Heaven  ; and

(iv) A Special Conclave shall be conducted over one (1) year and occur no more than three (3) 
times every three hundred eighty four (384) years as required.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/115.html

From the Covenant of One Heaven, before July 1, 2013
Quotation:
38.14 Voluntary Membership Exile of Associated Higher Order Life Form 

In accord with the rights of free Divine     Will  , the birth and existence of any Level 6 Higher Order Life 
Form is proof of the existence of a Divine     Trust   and associated Divine Spirit Person granting a unique 
Divine     Commission   through the conveyance of certain Divinity (Divine Right of Use with Purpose) to 
a True     Trust   and the creation of an associated True Person.

While the Level 6 Higher Order Life Form is granted complete free will to choose to isolate their mind 
from participating with other minds and isolate their flesh from interacting with other flesh beings, 
such free will choice does not extend beyond the bounds of logic to disassociate themselves from the 
form of their own species or the existence of their own spirit from the Unique     Collective     Awareness   of 
Divine Mind being the Society of One     Heaven   expressed as existence.

Any and all living or spirit Level 6 Higher Order Life Forms have the absolute right of free will to 
withdraw their consent to be known as a Member of One     Heaven   and to demand their membership to 
Unique     Collective     Awareness   be rescinded. When such withdrawal of expressed consent and abjuration 
is formalized, the Society of One     Heaven   is granted the full authority to temporarily administer any and 
all abandoned Divinity (Divine Right of Use with Purpose) by the associated Spiritual Guardians until 
such time as the flesh expires, or the purpose is satisfied and the Divinity is revested to the associated 
Divine     Trust   and Divine Spirit Person as Trustor.

Therefore when any living or spirit Level 6 Higher Order Life Form on behalf of their Divine Spirit 
Person seeks to demand their membership to Unique     Collective     Awareness   be rescinded, removed, 
abrogated, expunged, such an act is a formal declaration of complete incompetence of the flesh and 
mind. When this occurs, the Society of One     Heaven   is granted full authority to publish and issue a 
Certificate of Incompetence and appoint any necessary Executors and Administrators to continue to 
manage, on behalf of the incompetent Level 6 Higher Order Life Form, their associated trusts and trust 
property.

Any court order, demand, claim or charge from a temporal force less than the Divine     Creator   or the 
Supreme Court of One     Heaven   to remove a Member's name or trust number from official records shall 
have no lawful effect and therefore, shall be null and void from the beginning of issue.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#14

Quotation:
38.15 Certificate and Confession of Incompetence 
A Certificate of Incompetence may be formally issued upon receipt of a valid and published Confession 
of Incompetence derived by direct preparation or perfected constructive notice:
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(a) In the case of a Member demanding their membership to Unique     Collective     Awareness   and 
One     Heaven   be rescinded, a signed Confession, as well as Proof of Identity, is first required; and

(b) In the case of an official of an alternate society demonstrating clear dishonor, a Live Borne 
Record must have first been issued and at least two (2) notices requesting correction and the 
correct procedure of law must have been breached without any attempt to repair such injury.

Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#15

From the Covenant of One Heaven July 18, 2013

38.14
Voluntary Membership Exile of Associated Higher Order Life Form 

In accord with the rights of free Divine     Will  , the birth and existence of any Level 6 Higher Order Life 
Form is proof of the existence of a Divine     Trust   and associated Divine Spirit Person granting a unique 
Divine     Commission   through the conveyance of certain Divinity (Divine Right of Use with Purpose) to 
a True     Trust   and the creation of an associated True Person.

While the Level 6 Higher Order Life Form is granted complete free will to choose to isolate their mind 
from participating with other minds and isolate their flesh from interacting with other flesh beings, 
such free will choice does not extend beyond the bounds of logic to disassociate themselves from the 
form of their own species or the existence of their own spirit from the Unique     Collective     Awareness   of 
Divine Mind being the Society of One     Heaven   expressed as existence.

Any and all living or spirit Level 6 Higher Order Life Forms have the absolute right of free will to 
withdraw their consent to be known as a Member of One     Heaven   and to demand their membership to 
Unique     Collective     Awareness   be rescinded and all records be removed. 
Source reference  http://one-heaven.org/covenant/article/38.html#14

While it is a good thing the Society no longer claims to administer the Soul of one who rescinds their 
membership, do the changes stand?

Clause 14 has been amended.  It is after the Day of Redemption and the Covenant states No clause amendment is 
permitted after the Day of Redemption. Any clause amendment that occurs after the Day of Redemption shall be 
null and void ab initio (from the beginning).

Clause 15 is totally gone.  It is after the Day of Redemption and the Covenant states No clause amendment is 
permitted after the Day of Redemption. Any clause amendment that occurs after the Day of Redemption shall be 
null and void ab initio (from the beginning).
According to the Covenant for an amendment to take place after the Day of Redemption it must  be at a 
Conclave where A Conclave is an official meeting of the most senior elected spiritual officials in Heaven and 
their elected living counterparts... and follow certain protocol.  Ucadia does not have any elected officials nor did 
the amendments follow the written protocol.

These amendments were not style, typographical or simple grammatical errors.  These amendments were not 
grammatical error which renders any true intention of the clause impossible.  These amendments did not 
contradict any thing else in the Covenant itself that I can think of.  These amendments do change Official powers 
and procedures.  Also these amendments took place after the Day of Redemption.  For amendment to occur in 
the Covenant after the Day of Redemption, according to the Covenant of One Heaven itself, it must be put to a 
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free and fair vote to the delegates of a Great Conclave and must have a two thirds majority vote.

So these clause amendments and clause removal (nothing is found for or against a clause removal) are null and 
void, sadly.

Other points brought forward have also been changed within the Ucada text.  Which is a very good thing and 
pleases the compiler.   I chose to leave this document in its original form pointing out what has been fixed and 
add this addendum. 

On the July 14, 2012 Frank does address many of the points addressed within this document in the ucadia blog 
and audio.   

Source reference  http://blog.ucadia.com/  

I would like to state even after this,  I have no hard feeling toward Frank even though that is how I am made out 
to be in the above blog and audio.  I chose to distance myself from Ucadia and from Frank.    
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